Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Advances in lab technology have led to the discovery of a large number of biomarkers and medical tests that are potentially useful for guiding treatment decisions. However, these biomarkers and tests may be costly, invasive, or otherwise burdensome. Examples include the Oncotype Dx test for predicting the response to adjuvant chemotherapy, which currently costs around \$4,000 USD (<http://www.breastcancer.org/symptoms/testing/types/oncotype_dx>), and Amniocentesis in pregnant women for detecting chromosomal abnormality, which is associated with a risk of miscarriage. Therefore, when a biomarker or test is optional, patients and clinicians must determine whether the biomarker provides useful information for treatment selection beyond readily available information such as patient demographics and standard test results. Hereafter, we use the term "covariate" for any other readily available patient information.

To make an informed decision regarding whether to have a biomarker-based diagnostic test, it is important to understand how the test affects a patient's clinical consequence. In particular, one needs to quantify the impact of the additional marker using a metric that is intuitive and interpretable to patients. The metric should also flexibly account for individual differences to facilitate personalized decision making. Classical statistical measures for biomarker evaluation are not satisfactory for this purpose. For example, common measures of classification performance like sensitivity, specificity, and the receiver operating characteristics curve \[[@CR22], [@CR35]\] are not directly relevant for individual patients' decision making because they are defined conditional on disease status and do not reflect an individual's risk of disease. Common measures of risk prediction performance like the predictiveness curve \[[@CR16], [@CR23]\] and positive and negative predictive values \[[@CR1]\] are informative about disease risk, but by themselves do not account for other important information for decision making such as the effects of available treatments on the targeted disease and additional treatment costs (e.g., the side effect and the monetary cost). Many other recent measures of a marker's value in a treatment decision, e.g., the overall reduction in the disease rate through treatment selection \[[@CR27], [@CR31]--[@CR34]\], the conditional distribution of the risk difference between comparative interventions in a population \[[@CR7], [@CR14], [@CR18]\] and in the marker-positive group \[[@CR9], [@CR34]\], focus on the marker's average effect on the entire population only with respect to the burden of the targeted disease.

There are multiple factors affecting a patient's clinical consequence, including the patient's expected disease outcome with or without treatment and the patient's tolerance of the disease harm and the treatment harm. Decision theory provides an appealing framework for incorporating these cost-benefit considerations into model evaluation and has received much attention in recent years. Examples include the decision curve analysis developed for characterizing the performance of disease risk prediction models \[[@CR2], [@CR29]\] and the net benefit for characterizing treatment effect prediction models \[[@CR4], [@CR25], [@CR30]\]. Nevertheless, existing work in this paradigm focuses primarily on quantifying the average value of a marker to the whole population for guiding individualized treatment selection instead of allowing the evaluation of the marker value itself to be individualized. For example, the decision curve quantifies a risk prediction model's utility in units of the benefit for a true positive, which does not account for patient-specific treatment effects. The net benefit quantifies the utility of a marker-based treatment-selection strategy in units of the disease harm, which is intuitive and easy to communicate to patients and clinicians. The utility, however, is measured relative to the strategy of no treatment, which may not be a patient's best choice based on the available covariate information.

In this paper, we propose a new statistical measure, the subject-specific expected benefit curve, for characterizing the additional value of a biomarker to individual patients from a cost-benefit perspective. As will be shown in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, it is built upon an existing decision-theoretic framework \[[@CR17], [@CR25], [@CR30]\] but is expanded to allow individualized evaluation of a marker by accounting for individual differences in treatment effect on disease and in tolerance of disease and treatment harm. In particular, this curve quantifies the personalized expected benefit of measuring a marker, which is defined as the reduction in the minimum total disease and treatment cost by incorporating the marker information into an individual's treatment decision. The points on the curve are defined conditional on an individual's baseline covariates and one's choice of treatment/disease cost ratio. We develop semiparametric estimators for this measure that are broadly applicable to both randomized trials and cohort or cross-sectional studies. We also develop adaptive bootstrap confidence intervals that are consistent even in the nonregular setting in which a subject's specific treatment/disease cost ratio coincides with one's expected treatment effect on disease outcome.

In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we introduce the concept of the subject-specific expected benefit curve. We develop estimation methods and theoretical results for both randomized trials and cohort studies. We examine finite sample performance of the proposed estimators using simulation studies in Sect. [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}. In Sect. [4](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}, we apply the proposed methodology to demonstrate the personalized evaluation of serum creatinine as a biomarker for guiding treatment decision in preventing renal stenosis. Concluding remarks are made in Sect. [5](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}.

Method {#Sec2}
======
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                \begin{document}$$D$$\end{document}$ denote an undesirable binary outcome that we call "disease," coded 0 for non-diseased and 1 for diseased. Assume that there is a treatment available, and let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A=1, 0$$\end{document}$ indicate the decision or recommendation for a subject to have or not have the treatment based on some model. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${X}$$\end{document}$ denote baseline subject covariates, possibly multivariate, which can be used to inform the treatment decision. Suppose there is a biomarker or a marker combination $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Y$$\end{document}$ that, if measured, has the potential to further inform the treatment decision. If the marker is costly to measure, the decision to collect the marker should be informed by an estimate of the *individual-specific* benefit offered by the marker. In our motivating example of serum creatinine evaluation, a female subject must decide whether to use renal angioplasty to prevent renal stenosis. A model based on her baseline characteristics $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$X$$\end{document}$, such as age, body mass index, smoking status, etc., can be used to predict the probability of having renal stenosis with or without the treatment. Based on this prediction, she can then incorporate her tolerance of the side effects of renal angioplasty to make a treatment decision. If she was also offered the option of having a lab test measuring serum creatinine level, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$X$$\end{document}$ alone so as to justify the cost of the test.

We propose to quantify the individual-specific value of a biomarker with the expected reduction in an individual's total disease and treatment cost as the result of measuring the biomarker, under the assumption that an individual would make the optimal treatment decision based on available information either before or after the biomarker measurement. To put the disease cost and the treatment cost on a common scale, we follow the decision-theoretic framework of \[[@CR30]\] by allowing each individual to input a ratio of the cost per treatment relative to the cost per disease event, namely $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta $$\end{document}$, which reflects the individual's tolerance of the treatment burden relative to his/her tolerance of the disease burden.

Define the *cost* per targeted disease event as one so that the total disease and treatment cost will be represented in units of the burden per disease event. For a subject with covariate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$X=x$$\end{document}$, this total cost, given a treatment decision rule $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D(0)$$\end{document}$ indicate the potential disease outcome if a subject does or does not receive the treatment. First, if a subject with covariates $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I()$$\end{document}$ is the indicator function; the corresponding cost of treatment is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta $$\end{document}$ is the risk difference at which the treatment benefit (i.e., the risk difference for disease) exactly compensates for harm of treatment \[[@CR30]\]. The total disease and treatment cost given $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Estimation {#Sec3}
----------

In this section, we consider estimation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Estimation with Data from a Randomized Trial {#Sec4}
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### Estimation with Data from a Cohort or Cross-sectional Study {#Sec5}

Under the SUTVA, consistency, and ignorable treatment assignments assumptions, the subject-specific expected benefit curve can also be derived when we have biomarker data from a cohort or a cross-sectional study that can be used to estimate risk prediction models, if in addition we have external information about a multiplicative treatment effect. The latter can be obtained, e.g., from historical data or from a different study. The assumption of a relative risk $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Inference {#Sec6}
---------

In this section, we develop confidence intervals for the subject-specific expected benefit. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### **Theorem 1** {#FPar1}
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Proofs of Theorems [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} and [2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} follow from standard arguments and are sketched in Appendix. We also provide expression for the asymptotic variances of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The foregoing abrupt change in the limiting distribution at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We construct an adaptive bootstrap CI for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Simulation Studies {#Sec7}
==================

In this section, we conduct simulation studies to investigate performance of the proposed estimators. Suppose we have a continuous covariate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Example {#Sec8}
=======

We illustrate the methodology by evaluating serum creatinine as a risk prediction marker for renal artery stenosis in hypertensive patients from a cohort study. The original cohort consists of 426 hypertensive patients undergoing renal angiography \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\]. Baseline risk is modeled with age, smoking status (ever versus never), and their interaction, gender, recent onset of hypertension, body mass index (BMI), abdominal bruit, atherosclerosis disease, and hypercholesterolaemia.

Suppose an individual patient needs to determine whether measuring serum creatinine is useful in guiding the treatment of renal artery stenosis. Here, for illustrative purposes, we assume the presence of a treatment that can lead to a 30 % reduction in the risk of stenosis. The treatment also has additional costs associated with it. An example of the treatment could be the renal angioplasty, which can stabilize a patient's renal function but has the potential risk of causing bleeding, additional kidney damage, and total renal failure. The value of serum creatinine in guiding the choice of therapy differs across individuals because of differences in individual patients' baseline risk, distribution of serum creatinine conditional on baseline covariates, and tolerance about treatment harm relative to disease harm. To illustrate the personalized benefit of serum creatinine, we display the subject-specific cost and expected benefit for two individuals using the method described in Sect. [2.1.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. We model the risk of stenosis conditional on baseline covariates and serum creatinine using a linear logistic model, and model the distribution of serum creatinine conditional on baseline covariates with a location-scale model. For the latter, a multiple linear regression model is used for the location parameter conditional on baseline covariates, and a constant scale parameter is assumed. Subject 1 is a 33-year-old male with BMI 19.9 kg $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a shows the minimum total disease and treatment cost for each subject as a function of the cost ratio $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In practice, given an individual's baseline covariates, the subject-specific expected benefit curves can be generated. The individual can then find out the value of measuring the additional marker by inputting his/her choice of the cost ratio $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Concluding Remarks {#Sec9}
==================

A biomarker that is useful in guiding treatment decisions for the general population will have different values to individual patients due to individual differences in their responses to treatment and in their tolerances of the disease harm and treatment harm. In this paper, we propose new graphical tools for personalized evaluation of a biomarker's value in guiding clinical decisions from a cost-benefit perspective. In particular, based on an individual's baseline covariate level and personal input of treatment/disease cost ratio, we propose to evaluate the biomarker-elicitated reduction in total disease and treatment cost, assuming a person will make the most cost-effective treatment decision before and after measuring the biomarker. Besides the absolute reduction in cost, the relative reduction is also recommended to help with personal decision making. In practice, a subject can compare the expected benefit of a biomarker with the cost of measuring the marker to make a final judgment call about whether to have the biomarker measured.

A caveat in cost-benefit analyses at a population level is the choice of the treatment/disease cost ratio, which is typically difficult to fix across individuals. Different approaches have been taken to reach a common cost ratio. For example, in the setting where treatment harm is characterized by other diseases caused by the treatment, one can estimate the cost ratio using data on different types of disease outcomes, under an assumption about the relative severity between the targeted disease events and the side effect of treatment \[[@CR10]\]; other researchers have proposed to elicit a common cost ratio across subjects using a questionnaire \[[@CR30]\]. For personalized evaluation of a biomarker, on the other hand, allowing for subject-specific input of the cost ratio is important in order to flexibly account for individual differences. The expected benefit conditional on covariates and a personal input $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta $$\end{document}$ essentially quantifies the value of measuring the marker to individuals in the population who have the same potential disease risk and cost ratio as this particular subject.

Estimators for our proposed measures were derived both in a randomized trial setting where the disease risk is modeled as a function of the marker, the covariates, and the treatment, and in a cohort study setting where the disease risk model in the absence of treatment is modeled as a function of the marker and the covariates. An adaptive bootstrap procedure was developed for inference to account for nonsmoothness in the estimands.

While described in a personalized decision setting, the methods we developed can be readily applied to evaluate the value of biomarkers in treatment decision making among sub-populations, which can differ with respect to baseline covariates and cost ratio.

Appendix {#Sec10}
========

Proof of Theorems 1 and 2 {#Sec11}
-------------------------
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Proof of Theorem 3 {#Sec12}
------------------
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